Titles adopted in the Adopt A Book Appeal

January 2004 – May 2016

- Adams, H.G. and H.B. (1874) *The smaller British birds*. London: George, Bell & Sons. [ADOPTED by Mr Brian Ingham MRCVS in memory of Frederick and Emily Moira Rutherford]

- Anon. (c. 1880) *Anatomical model of the bull*. 2nd ed. London: Vinton and co. [ADOPTED by Mr Stephen Borsberry MRCVS]

- Anon. (c. 1880) *Anatomical model of the cow*. 3rd ed. London: Vinton and co. [ADOPTED by Dr Judy MacArthur Clark CBE MRCVS on behalf of David and Sophie Clark]

- Anon. (c. 1880) *Anatomical model of the sheep*. 2nd ed. London: Vinton and co. [ADOPTED by Mr Jack Walsby Hon FRCVS]


- Anon. (c. 1800) *The cattle keeper’s guide*. London: S. Bailey. [ADOPTED by Mr David Williamson MRCVS]

- Astley, P. (1804) *Astley’s projects in his management of the horse*. London: S. Creed. [ADOPTED by Mr Andrew Lomax MRCVS]

- A.S. (Gent). (1700) *The gentleman’s compleat jockey: with the perfect horse-man and experienc’d farrier*. London: Peter Parker. [ADOPTED by Everard Hewson on behalf of Mr and Mrs Patrick Mullins]


- Bardsley, Samuel Argent (1807) *Medical reports of cases and experiments with observations, chiefly derived from hospital practice*. London: R. Bickerstaff. [ADOPTED by Mrs Julia Stratton]
• Bartlet, J. (1754) *The gentleman’s farriery: or, a practical treatise on the diseases of horses*. 2nd ed. London: J. Nourse and J. Pote. [ADOPTED by Mr John Parker RCVS]


• Berkenhout, M.D. (1783) *An essay on the bite of a mad dog*. An essay on the bite of a mad dog. Contains the following essays: An essay on the bite of a mad dog, by John Berkenhout; An essay on the bite of a mad dog by Jesse Tool; A plan for preventing the fatal effects from the bite of a mad dog, with cases by Jesse Tool; A case of hydrophobia, commonly called canine madness, from the bite of a mad dog, successfully treated by Thomas Arnold; The arguments in favour of an inflammatory diathesis in hydrophobia by R. Pearson. London R. Baldwin. [ADOPTED by Mr Dick Lane RCVS]


• Blacklock, A. (1838) *A treatise on sheep*. Glasgow: McPhun W.R. [ADOPTED by Mr John Daft RCVS and Mrs Shelagh Daft RCVS]


• Blaine, D. (1817) *Canine pathology or a full description of the diseases of dogs*. London: T. Boosey. [ADOPTED by Dr Duncan Allan RCVS]

• Blaine, D. R. (1870) *An encyclopaedia of rural sports*. London: Longmans, Green, Reader & Dyer. [ADOPTED by Mr Brian Ingham RCVS, in memory of Wrack, a much loved English Springer Spaniel]

• Blount, J. (1779) *Practical farriery*. London: G. Robinson. [ADOPTED by Mrs Alison Lambert]


• Blundevill, Thomas. (1580) *The foure chiefest offices belonging to horsemanship*. London: William Seres. [ADOPTED by Mr Jeremy Davies RCVS]

• Blundevill, Thomas (1565) *The foure chiefest offices belonging to horsemanship*. London: William Seres. [ADOPTED by Mr John Clewlow RCVS]

• *The Breeder’s Guide [greyhounds]*. 1835 [ADOPTED by Ms Ruth Shepherd]

• *British birds their haunts and habits*. (1868) London: G Norman [ADOPTED by Rowland Illing]

• Budd, Richard Hayward (1816) *A practical treatise on the diseases of the foot of the horse*. London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown. [ADOPTED by Mr Terry Boundy MBE RCVS]

- Burdon, William Captain (1730) *The gentleman’s pocket-farrier*. London: printed for the author by S. Buckley. [ADOPTED by Dr Alastair Porter CBE]

- Burn, D. B. (1887) *Notes on transport and on camel corps*. London: HMSO. [ADOPTED by Dr Andrew Higgins MRCVS]

- Butler, Charles. (1820) *The complete dog-fancier’s companion*. London: William Darton. [ADOPTED by Mr Steve Dean MRCVS]

- Catonis, M. et al. (1514) *Libri de re rustica*. Venetijs: In Aedibvs Aldi, et Andreae Soceri. [ADOPTED by Dr John Seamer FRCVS]

- Cherry, Frederick C. (1825) *Observations on the defective state of army transport*. London: John Hill. [ADOPTED by Mr William Kay DVM]

- Clark, Bracy. *A collection of approx. 30 works by Bracy Clark, all published in quarto, all bound together in one large volume, including the following: An essay of the knowledge of the ancients respecting the art of shoeing the horse… (1831); Hippodonomia or the true structure, laws and economy, of the horse’s foot: also Podophthora, or a ruinous defect in the principle of the common shoe detected. (1829); A description of a new horse shoe which expands to the foot. (1827); Testimonies communicated by various persons in favour of the expansion shoe. (1828); Stereoplea: or the artificial defence of the horse’s foot. (1832); On Founder – Pedicida. (18–?); On the canker and corns of horses’ feet. (1822); On running flush of horses’ feet. (1842); Ring-bones or ossified cartilages. (1842); On crackt-hoof and its cure. (1834); On quitter, and its treatment. (1834); Remarks with illustrations of the eroded shuttle. (?); Remarks on French shoeing: A description of two ancient horse-shoes, found near Silbury hill in Wiltshire. (18–?); Guide to the shoeing-forge. (1830?); Recommendation to farriers and shoeing-smiths. (1837); A short history of the horse. (1824); An essay on the bots of horses. (1815); An essay on the gripes of horses. (1816); Pharmacopoeia equine. (1819); A treatise on the bits of horses. (1835); Hippia; or the surgery and medicine of horses. (1838); On the vices of horses. (1839); On casting horses for operations (1842); The muscles of the posterior extremity of the horse. (1842?); Some account of the circulation of the blood in the foot of the horse. (1842); A short history of the celebrated race-horse, Eclipse. (1835); The cholera unmasked. (1848) [ADOPTED by Dr John Seamer FRCVS]


- Dalziel, Hugh  The diseases of dogs: their pathology, diagnosis and treatment: to which is added a complete dictionary of canine ‘materia medica’. New and revised edition. London: Upcott Gill [(ADOPTED by Fiona Dalzell MRCVS)]


Dollar, J. A. W. (1898) *A handbook of horse-shoeing with introductory chapters on the anatomy and physiology of the horse’s foot*. Edinburgh: David Douglas. [ADOPTED by the Worshipful Company of Farriers]


Downing, J. (1797) *A treatise on the disorders incident to horned cattle*. Stourbridge: J. Rollason. [ADOPTED on behalf of Mrs Pamela Borsberry]


Experienced farrier. (1794) *Taplin improved or a compendium of farriery*. London: W. Lane. [ADOPTED by Mr Dick Lane FRCVS]


La Fosse, Sieur (Etienne-Guillaume, the father). *Observations and discoveries made upon horses, with a new method of shoeing*. London: J. Nourse, 1755. [ADOPTED by Dr Ralph J Lamson in honor of Mr P.J.O’Brien, MRCVS]


Fleming, George. *Manuscript catalogue of his own library collection*. [ADOPTED by Miss M. M. Raymer]

Flint, William (1815) *A treatise on the breeding, training, and management of horses*. Hull: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown. [ADOPTED by Mr P. D. Fry MRCVS & Mrs D. V. Fry]


Gamgee, J. (c.1800) *Our domestic animals in health and disease, volume 1-4*. Edinburgh: A. Fullarton. [ADOPTED by Mr William Harrison MRCVS]

Gamgee, J. (1858) *The veterinarian’s vade mecum*. Edinburgh: Sutherland and Knox. [ADOPTED by Mr Bruce Vivash Jones MRCVS]

• Gamgee, J. (1862) General and descriptive anatomy of the domestic animals. Edinburgh: Thomas C. Jack. [ADOPTED by Mr Brian Ingham MRCVS in memory of Elsie Boothroyd]


• Girard, M. and Ganly, T.I. (trans.) (1829) *A treatise on the teeth of the horse shewing its age by the changes the teeth undergo, from a foal up to twenty-three years old*. London: Sherwood, Gilbert, and Piper. [ADOPTED by Mr Peter Kertesz]

• Girdlestone, E.D., BA, *Vivisection: in its scientific, religious and moral aspects*, London: Simkin Marshall, 1884. 68 pages (8vo), in original printed paper wrapper. Requires a protective binding. [ADOPTED by Fiona Dalzell MRCVS]

• Great Britain. Parliament. (1866) *First, second, and third reports of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into the origin and nature, &c of the cattle plague*. London: Eyre and Spottiswoode for HMSO. [ADOPTED by Prof James M. Scudamore CB MRCVS]

• Greene, W. T. (c. 1895) *The diseases of cage birds*. London: L. Upcott Gill. [ADOPTED by Mr Lionel A. Hemsley BVSc MA]

• [Grisone, F.] Blundevill, T. (c1560) *A newe booke containing the arte of ryding*. London: W. Seres. [ADOPTED on behalf of Alison Scudamore]

• Grognier, LF (1805) *Notice historique et raisonnée sur C. Bourgelat Lyon : J. M. Barret* [ADOPTED by Mr Bruce Jones MRCVS in memory of Norman Comben HonFRCVS]

• Harley, W (1829) *The Harleian Dairy System and an account of the various methods of dairy husbandry pursued by the Dutch*. London: James Ridgway. [ADOPTED by Mr Brian Ingham BVM&S MSc MRCVS]

• Hamilton-Smith, C. (c1840) *Dogs canidae or genus canis of authors, including also the genera hyaena and proteles*. Edinburgh W.H Lizards [ADOPTED by Ms Ruth Shepherd]


• Hodgson, John Thomas (1824) *The Art of preserving and defending the foot of the horse*. London: Sherwood, Jones ) [ADOPTED by Mr Bruce Jones MRCVS in memory of Norman Comben HonFRCVS]

• Hogg, J. (1807) *The shepherd’s guide: being a practical treatise on the diseases of sheep, their causes, and the best means of preventing them*. Edinburgh: A. Constable & Co. [ADOPTED by Dr Andrew T. B. Edney MRCVS]

• ‘Idstone’ (1872) *The dog: with simple directions for his treatment*. London: Cassell, Petter & Galpin. [ADOPTED by Mr Brian Ingham MRCVS, in memory of Fred & Mary Jane Boothroyd]

• Lawrence, John (1809) *A general treatise on cattle, the ox, the sheep, and the swine*. London: Sherwood, Neely and Jones. [ADOPTED by Mr William J. Harrison MRCVS]
• Lawrence, John (1816) *The complete farrier and British sportsman*. London: W. Lewis. [ADOPTED by Mr John Parker FRCVS]


• Lawson, A. (1830) *The modern farrier*. 14th ed. Newcastle: Mackenzie and Dent. [ADOPTED by Mr David Short]

• Le Clerc, George Louis, Count of Buffon (c. 1816) *A natural history, general and particular; containing the history and theory of the earth, a general history of man, the brute creation, vegetables, minerals, etc, etc; to which is added a history of birds, fishes, reptiles, and insects, embracing the recent discoveries of eminent naturalists, together with an account of the most curious foreign plants, Volume 1*. London: Thomas Kelly. [ADOPTED by Ms Louise Riches MRCVS]


• Markham, G. (1631) *The whole art of husbandry*. London: Richard More. [ADOPTED by Dr A. Mudd MRCVS]

• Markham, G. (1656) *Markham's maister-piece*. 8th ed. London: W.Wilson. [ADOPTED by Mr Steve Dean MRCVS]

• Martin, W. C. L. (1845) *The history of the horse: its origin, physical and moral characteristics, its principal varieties and domestic allies*. London: C. Knight & Co. (Knight's monthly volumes). [ADOPTED by Mr W. D. Eason]

• Mascal, L. (1633) *The government of cattell*. London: John Harrison. [ADOPTED by Mr Andrew Bacon MRCVS]


• Mayhew, E. (c. 1850) *The horse's mouth, showing the age by the teeth*. 2nd ed. London: Fores.[ADOPTED by Mrs Brenda Bywater in memory of John Edwin Charles Bywater and Harold Edwin Bywater]

• McGillivray, James (1857) *A manual of veterinary science & practice*. James McGillivray. [ADOPTED by Ms Jacqueline Williams in memory of William Williams FRSE FRCVS]

• Mégnin, P. (c. 1869) *Atlas ; iconographie des insectes parasites de l'homme et des animaux domestiques*. Paris: s.n. [ADOPTED by Mr Michael Gourley MRCVS]


• Meyrick, John (1861) *House dogs and sporting dogs: their varieties, points, management, training, breeding, rearing and diseases*. London: John Van Voorst. [ADOPTED by Dr A. J. Kenneth Dore in memory of Alison Heather Collyer MRCVS]


• Mivart, St. G. (1881) *The cat*. London: John Murray. [ADOPTED by Prof Steven Edwards CBE MRCVS]


• Moubray, B. (pseud.) (1815) *A treatise on domestic poultry, pigeons and rabbits*. London: Printed for Sherwood, Neely and Jones. [ADOPTED by Mr Lionel A. Hemsley BVSc MA]

• Moubray, B. (pseud.) (1824) *A practical treatise on breeding, rearing, and fattening all kinds of domestic poultry, pheasants, pigeons and rabbits*. London: Printed for Sherwood, Jones and Co. [ADOPTED by Mr Lionel A. Hemsley BVSc MA]


• Muller, G. (1900) *Diseases of the dog and their treatment*. London: Bailliere, Tindall & Cox. [ADOPTED by the British Veterinary Association and is presented to its Specialist Division The British Small Animal Veterinary Association on the occasion of their 50th Anniversary in recognition of their contribution to the veterinary profession and the advancement of companion animal medicine. Presented at BSAVA Congress April 2007]


• Paatsama, Saki. (1952) *Ligament injuries in the canine stifte joint: a clinical and experimental study*. Helsinki: Kauppakirjapaino. [ADOPTED by Mr Paul Manning MRCVS, in memory of Saki Paatsama and other pioneers published in Veterinary Surgery]

• Pearson, R. (1811) *Every man his own horse, cattle and sheep doctor*. Leicester: Blanchard. [ADOPTED by Mr Stephen Ware MRCVS]

• Raynham, H.J. (1849) *'Day Book' and accounts records commencing in 1849-1850*. [ADOPTED by Mrs Lynne Hill MVB MBA MRCVS]
• Register of Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons (1848). [ADOPTED by Ms Pamela Porterfield]


• Rydge, J. (1827) The veterinary surgeon’s vade mecum. London: Clerc Smith. [ADOPTED by Veterinary Times]

• Rydge, J. (1832) The veterinary surgeon’s vade mecum. 4th ed. London: T. T. and J. Tegg. [ADOPTED by Mr Ralph Lamson]

• Sainbel, C. V. de. (1795) The works of Charles Vial de Sainbel. London: Martin and Bain. [ADOPTED by Mr Colin Capner MRCVS]

• Scrutator. (1852) Letters on the management of hounds. London: Bell’s Life. [ADOPTED by Mr Paul Manning MRCVS]

• Sharpe, R. Bowdler (1896) A hand-book to the birds of Great Britain. London: Edward Lloyd. [ADOPTED by Mr Brian Ingham MRCVS]

• Shaw, V. (1890) The illustrated book of the dog. London: Cassell. [ADOPTED by Ms Ruth Shepherd]

• Shipp, John (c.a. 1808) Cases in farriery: in which the diseases of horses are treated on the principles of the veterinary school of medicine. Leeds: Longman. [ADOPTED by Brigadier Andrew Warde MRCVS]

• Simonds, J. B. (1844-1852) [Veterinary Lectures etc] London: Compton & Ritchie and others. [ADOPTED by Dr Duncan Allan MRCVS]

• Simonds, J. B. (1857) On the cattle plague. London: J. E. Adlard. [ADOPTED by Mr Roger Eddy FRCVS]


• Simonds, J. B. (1896) A biographical sketch of two distinguished promoters of veterinary science. London: Adlard. [ADOPTED by Mr John Stratton MRCVS]

• Simonds, J.B. (1894) Autobiography. London: Adlard & Son. [ADOPTED by Mr John Moffitt MRCVS]

• Smith, F. (1895) A manual of veterinary physiology. 2nd ed. London: Balliere, Tindall & Cox. [ADOPTED by Mr Paul Manning MRCVS]

• Smith, T (1813) A treatise on glanders. London: J. hatchard. [ADOPTED by Lt Col Neil Smith MRCVS]

• Snape, A. (1686) The anatomy of an horse. London: J. Hindmarsh. [ADOPTED on behalf of Everard Hewson]

• Society of Country Gentlemen. (1732) Full instructions for country gentlemen, farmers, graziers, farriers, carriers, sportsmen etc. London: E. Owen. [ADOPTED by Dr Freda Scott-Park MRCVS]

• Solleysel, Sieur de (1711) The compleat horseman: or, perfect farrier. 2nd ed. London: R. Bonwicke. [ADOPTED by Mr Dick Lane FRCVS]
Spooner, W.C. (1843) *A treatise on the influenza of horses, showing its nature, symptoms, causes and treatment*. London: Simpkin and Co. and Longman and Co. [ADOPTED by Mr Andrew Higgins MRCVS]


Stordy, Robert (191?) *From Nairobi to the Red Sea*. (typed manuscript) [ADOPTED by Mr Bruce Jones MRCVS and Clare Boulton]

Stovin, A. (1794) *The law respecting horses*. Hull: T.Lee. [ADOPTED by Dr Ralph J Lamson in honor of Mr P.J.O’Brien, MRCVS]


Tegetmeier, W.B. (1873) *Pheasants for coverts and aviaries*. London: Horace Cox. [ADOPTED by Mr Brian Ingham MRCVS, in memory of David Ingham]

The Industrial Library. (1867) *The shepherd*. London: Houlston and Wright. [ADOPTED by Mr John Blayney MRCVS]

*The sportsman dictionary*. (1744) London: J. Osborn. [ADOPTED by Dr Wendy Harrison MRCVS]

*The Veterinarian 1874* London: Longmans, Green and Co [ADOPTED by Dick Lane FRCVS]

*The Veterinarian 1877* London: Longmans, Green and Co [ADOPTED by Dick Lane FRCVS]

*The voice of humanity*, Volume 3, (1832) London: J. Nisbet. [ADOPTED by Mr Norman Comben Hon FRCVS]


Vegetius Renatus, Publius. (1528) [Ars veterinaria] Vegetii Renati Artis veterinariae, sive mulomedicinae libri quatuor. Basileae: J. Faber. [ADOPTED by Mr J Stephen Ware MRCVS]

Veterinary Record. Volume 1. 1845. [ADOPTED by Mr Brian Ingham MRCVS]

Veterinary Record Volume 62, 1950. London: H. & W. Brown. [ADOPTED by Mr Dick Lane FRCVS]

The Veterinarian Vol 189 1874 London: Longmans, Green and Co. [ADOPTED by Mr Dick Lane FRCVS]

The Veterinarian Vol 192 1877 London: Longmans, Green and Co. [ADOPTED by Mr Dick Lane FRCVS]


Vines, R. (1833) A practical treatise on the most important diseases incidental to the horse. London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green. [ADOPTED by Mr Jack Walsby FRCVS]

Watson, R. (1802) His instructions for the management of horses and dogs. 3rd ed. Norwich: Stevenson & Matchett. [ADOPTED by Mr N. F. Tebbutt MRCVS]

White, James (1817) A compendious dictionary of the veterinary art. London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown. [ADOPTED by Mr James W. Hughes MRCVS]


Wooldridge, George. (1898-99) Notes on the principles and practice of veterinary surgery… Manuscript notes of lectures at the R.V.C. by Professor J. McQueen. 2 volumes. [ADOPTED by Mr Paul Manning MRCVS]


Youatt, W. (1837) Sheep, their breeds, management, and diseases. London: Robert Baldwin. [ADOPTED by Dr Agnes Winter BVSc PhD DSHP FRAgS]
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